In a shared server infrastructure, a scheduler controls how quantities of resources are shared over time in a fair manner across multiple, competing consumers. It should support wide (parallel) requests for variable-sized pool of resources, provide assurance of minimum resource allotment on demand, and give predictable assignments. Our approach integrates a fair queuing algorithm with a calendar scheduler. We present Winks, a proportional share allocation policy that addresses the needs of shared server environments. It extends start-time fair queuing to support wide requests with backfill, advance reservations, dynamic cluster sizing, dynamic request sizing, and intra-flow request prioritization. It also preserves fairness properties across queue transformations and calendar operations needed to implement these extensions.
INTRODUCTION
Fair-share scheduling algorithms allocate system resources based on a defined assured share for each consumer. Fair sharing (also called proportional-share scheduling) algorithms have been applied to implement differentiated service quality for CPU scheduling and network packet scheduling, and more recently, to virtual machines.
We apply fair sharing for resource control in shared clusters. In these environments, applications are hosted within virtual machines leased from a shared server pool [3] to obtain on-demand access and control over customized computing environments. The role of the fair-share scheduler is to arbitrate flows of requests for virtual machines or virtual clusters originating from a set of users or groups.
Fairshare algorithms are work-conserving: they never leave a resource unit idle when it can be used to serve a pending request. They serve requests while assuring each active user or group a minimum share of the resources according to its assigned weight, and share any surplus resources to active ones proportionally to their weights. In essence, work-conserving proportional share has a "use it or lose it" property: a flow relinquishes its right to any portion of its share that it does not request to consume.
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To illustrate the importance of fair-share scheduling in this setting, consider a university cluster shared by multiple research groups, each of which contributes servers or other resources to the cluster. Suppose the policy is to allocate resources to each group in proportion to its contribution. If some group is not using its share of the servers, they become available for use by other groups. This policy uses shared resources efficiently while providing incentives for groups and departments to contribute resources to the shared cluster.
To support fair sharing in virtual computing environments, we developed Winks 1 , a proportional share algorithm that merges weighted fair queuing and a calendar scheduler.
OVERVIEW
We designed the Winks scheduler to support a weighted fair sharing model for a virtual "cloud" computing utility, such as Amazon's EC2, where each request is for a lease of some specified duration for one or more virtual machines. Some requests may specify a start time, while others are deferrable. The goal of the Winks algorithm is to satisfy these requests from a resource pool in a way that preserves the fairness across flows.
The original proportional-share algorithms applied fair sharing to flows of requests contending for a single resource unit, such as a CPU or network link. More recent work extends these algorithms to pools of multiple resource units, such as clusters [1] or storage arrays [5] . In general, these algorithms assume that each request is for a single unit, but this is not always the case in a cluster setting where it is also desirable to allow requests for multiple concurrent units, such as resources for a parallel job. Some production batch scheduling systems (e.g., LSF, PBS, and Maui) incorporate fair share scheduling algorithms for multiple resources. We began our work after a close look at Maui's policy and found that its objective is to be tunable to obtain a range of policies that approximate weighted fair share over various intervals [4] . In comparison, our objective with Winks is to obtain high fidelity to the weights with clearly defined behavior and fairness bounds while incorporating general support for important features of virtual computing systems (e.g., advance reservations).
For Winks, we chose to extend Start-time Fair Queuing (SFQ) [2] . Specifically, we leveraged work that extends SFQ to support an array of host resource units (e.g., fixed-size virtual machine slivers) [5] . We leveraged SFQ since is proved to allocate resources to competing flows according to their weights even with fluctuating service capacity, which is important in virtual computing since cluster size may vary over time as hosts are added or removed, or failures occur. Figure 1 shows a simple system model for Winks based on SFQ. To apply a fair sharing policy, an administrative entity first groups the resource consumers and assigns a configurable weight to each group ϕ f . A flow f is the sequence of timestamped requests p The tags represent when a request should start and complete according to a system notion of virtual time v(t). The system virtual time increases monotonically and in SFQ algorithms is equal to the start tag of the last request dispatched at time t. The scheduler assigns tags as follows:
This is an extension of SFQ to incorporate the requested number of parallel resources into the calculation of the finish tag. The progress of a flow f is given by the start tag of the request at the head of the flow's queue. The fairness of a schedule up to any point in time can be determined by comparing the clock values for different flows at that time: equivalent flow clocks mean that the flows have received similar resource allotments, relative to their assigned weights. Our Winks algorithm addresses the following extensions to SFQ to enable fair sharing for virtual computing:
• Wide Requests. Consumers may issue requests for multiple concurrent resource units to be allocated together: these requests are wide requests.
• Flow Reordering. Winks reorders requests in a flow while preserving the fairness and efficiency properties of SFQ. Reordering may be required if a flow becomes stalled: the request at the front of a flow's queue cannot be scheduled due to insufficient available resource units. Winks reorders the requests in the flow if there is another request from the same flow that can be dispatched in place of the stalled request. Fairness-preserving flow reordering also supports priority scheduling within each flow.
• Calendar Scheduling. We incorporate a calendar into Winks to determine future resource availability.
Winks uses a scheduling window to constrain how far in advance a request may be scheduled. Larger window sizes give the scheduler more flexibility to satisfy requests, and smaller window sizes minimize potential fairness differences between flows. To maintain fairness, Winks limits the amount of resource a single flow can consume of the resources within a window to be its share of the window.
• Backfill Scheduling. Flow reordering allows Winks to enable stalled flows to make progress; however, it does not prevent the blocked request from being stalled forever at the front of the flow's queue. Winks uses the calendar to fit wide requests ahead in the schedule and "backfills" the schedule with smaller requests.
• Advance Reservations. Having a calendar allows Winks to satisfy future requests with a specific start time as long as the request is within the scheduling window and the flow has not already reserved its share of resources in the future.
• Dynamic Resizing. In virtual computing, the number of hosts under the scheduler's control is dynamic: it can grow or shrink over time. Winks preserves fairness in the presence of dynamic resizing of the shared resource pool. If hosts enter the system, Winks simply incorporates those into is count of available resources. If a host that had a request executing on it leaves the system, Winks can either cancel or preempt the request. If canceled, Winks credits the flow back for the resource time that the request was not able to use. If preempted, the scheduler places the request on a queue with other preempted requests and tries to schedule preempted requests before new requests.
To our knowledge, Winks is the first weighted fair queuing algorithm with the ability to schedule parallel (wide) requests into the future, with an integrated calendar to accommodate backfill and advance reservations. We have implemented Winks as a resource scheduler in Shirako [3] . Experimental results show that Winks enforces weights effectively for wide requests and prevents flows from being starved, even when wide requests would otherwise prevent a flow from making progress.
